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ABSTRACT:The aim of the present study is to examine the impact of board of directors’ structureon
firm tax avoidance. For tax avoidance, the existence of an audit provision regarding tax status in an
independent audit report was investigated which is called aggressive tax policies. For Board of
Directors structure, the ratio of executive members of the Board of Directors (BD) and the ratio of
their change and their independence were studied. The population of the survey was all the
firmslistedon theStock Market of Tehranduring the period of 2010 to 2012(three years). Testing of
principal hypotheses was performed by logistic regression method in order to evaluate the effect of a
number of factors on the possibility of applying aggressive tax policies by companies. This model
included 3 principal independent variables and 3 control variables. First, the research variables were
examined one by one and from among the three principal independent variables, the independence
of the BD had a significant relation with the aggressive tax policies. However, the ratio of nonexecutive members of the BD did not show a positive and significant relation with tax avoidance
policies. Moreover, BD change cannot formulate the tax avoidance policies. Next, all three principal
independent variables were incorporated in the model. The complete model included all principal
predictors which were statistically significant, showing that this model has almost been able to
identify the firms applying the aggressive policies. The model formulated the status of these policies
before entering control variables of R2=.391. In general, 80.6% of cases were correctly classified.
After entering the control variables of R2=.391, the variance of aggressive tax policies were
explained. Next, based on forward method, and after entering the control variables, 82.1% of cases
were correctly predictable. According to coefficient tables, before entering the control variables, two
independent variables had a significant statistical relation with the model. In total, the principal
independent variable explained the dual role of the Board of Directors – Chairman with a significant
relation. The ratio of non-executive members and their changes showed a control variable of the
financial lever and the aggressive tax policies with no significant relation.
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INTRODUCTION
Income tax costs are the most important costs in firms which consider them as non-payable and trying to
reduce them. They also try to identify the firms’ costs and incomes in order to pay less tax to the State and to
remove less liquidity. Most of these decisions are made by senior managers and the BD. So, the relation and
the impact of these two policies and the responsibilities of the BD will be examined. As we know, the BD thinks
to its own interests and to their improvement; the interests of shareholders and State are not necessarily
significant for the BD. As a result, it may create certain costs for the shareholders in the tax area by making a
particular decision (aggressive or conservative). Also, the study of the factors affecting the type of decisions
made by firms is of high importance for the shareholders and the State. On the other hand, given that therole
ofthe BD in Commercial Law, as well as the emphasis of thecorporate governance rulesissued bythe Iran
ExchangeOrganization, the study of the impact of BD on the decisions made by firms as well as tax firms can
be helpful in stating their exact place. Considering that very limited efforts have been already made, especially
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in Iran, in order to investigate the impact of the BD structure on aggressive tax policies, so, we decided to
review this issue in the present paper.
Research literature
Mohammad Babaei (2004): He has gathered information on foreign companies working in the general
office of grand tax payers in a research called “The study of causes of the conflictbetween express
taxableinterestanddefinitivetaxable incomeofforeign companiesinIran”. After distributing questionnaires, he tried
to gather the opinions of the experts on the research subject-matter. Using statistical methods, he showed that:
“There is a significant difference between the express taxable interest of foreign companies in Iran and their
definite taxable income.
ShamshiJamkhaneh (2009): By evaluating the causes of difference between the express taxable income
of commercial firms and the cognitive taxable income of tax units and by using the information contained in tax
files relating to years 2005 and 2006 of the companies active in the general office of tax affaires and the
methods and statistical software thereof, she concluded that there is a significant difference between the
express taxable income of commercial firms and the cognitive taxable income of taxing units. Moreover, each
of the factors behind this difference is significant for the expected reliability level.
Lanis and Richardson (2011): In their research, they investigated the effects of merging the Boards of
Directors on aggressive tax policies and tax reducers. The results of the Logit regression for a typical sample of
32 firms, 16 with tax aggressive behaviors and 16 without tax aggressive behaviors, show that the existence of
a large share of foreign members of the BD will reduce the possibility of tax aggressive behaviors and tax
reducers. The least square regression states the cross-analysis sensitivity of 401 firms and confirms the main
results concerning the merger of BDs and the tax aggressive behaviors.
Osemek (2011): He studied the relation between the characteristics of the BD including its size and
diversity and the social responsibility of Nigerian firms of which 147 were selected between 2003 and 2009.
The evaluating random impact was used to test the particular impacts of merging the BDs, their size and
diversity between the selected firms. The results of experimental analysis show that the BD’s size and diversity
are positive and are significantly in relation with firm social responsibility. However, the executive directors
showed a negative diversity with insignificant relation with the social responsibility of the organization. In this
research, organizations were inclined toward the firm authority. Directors shall know and become aware by
concentrating on the interests of the shareholders that disorder in the firm rules and regulations will bring about
disorder in taxing mechanism and increase the costs of the agency; and the directors may be under pressure in
establishing coordination with the interests of different shareholders.
Hanlon and Slemrod (2009): They studied the reaction of the stock price to the news relating to aggressive
tax policies. The results imply that on average the firm share price is reduced when the news concerning tax
franchises is released. But this reaction is less related to those concerning other fraudulent and illegal acts of
the firm. In their research, they came into a few evidences about the cross-sectional diversions in these
reactions. For example, the reduction of stock price in the firms which lack of proper strategic principles
happens rarely. In other words, in such firms, news as a tool for aggressive tax policies and acts beneficial for
investors is hardly ever used. Also, using current, effective tax rate as an evidence for the market beliefs and
viewpoints, we studied and tested this subject that if such reactions are different in various market viewpoints
concerning the quality of aggressive tax policies and acts. Finally, we received mixed results.
Freise, Link and Mayer (2008): They studied the different ways that tax and firms strategic principles are
mutually interrelated. The tax law affects these principles by providing tax concessions and imposing penalties.
In other words, the real structure of the firm governance affects in practice the firms tax management method.
Armstrong and Blouin (2010): They studied the tax planning motivations using a set of hierarchical data
along with executive compensation and incentive information. They also investigated the relations between tax
managers’ incentives and accepted accounting principles and the cash effects of tax rates and the difference of
tax book value as well as gauging criterion of tax aggressive avoidance. Finally, they achieved the result that
compensative and incentive motivations of tax managers have a negative relation with the effective tax rates
and the accounting accepted principles, while holding a quantitative relation with other tax tendencies and
behaviors. These results were interpreted as an index, in a way that the provided motivations were used by
managers to reduce tax costs in financial statements.
Yermak (1996): He studied the relationship between the size of a small BD and the market value, and he
pointed out that there was a negative (reverse) relation between the size of BD and the firm performance. He
also concluded that there is a positive relation between the dual role of the BD and the firm performance.
Research method
The present research tries to verify this question: Can we predict the possibility of aggressive tax policies
of the firms listed in Tehran Stock Exchange market considering the characteristics of the firms’ BD structure?
So, this paper is applicative as to its aim and descriptive and correlative as to its method.
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1. Study population, sampling method and samples
The study population of this research was all the firms accepted and listed on Stock Exchange market during
2010 and 2012 (a period of three years).
To select the statistical sample from this population, we used the systematic removing method. These firms
were selected based on the following conditions:
1. Thefirm’srealized profitinthe years2009till2011must be clear.
2. In terms ofincreasedcomparability, their financialperiod must be the end ofMarcheachyear.
3. During these fiscal years, they musthavenotchangedanyfiscalyear.
4. Financial and managementinformationthey need(especially ifthe explanatory notesaccompanyingthe
financialstatements) isavailable.
5. Some ofthe listedcompanies in the Stock exchange market, including banksand financial institutions
(investing companies, financial intermediates, holding companies, banks and leasing companies) with different
financial disclosures and firm governance structure, are not included in the research population.
According tothe restrictions imposed, a number of 85 firms were selected whose information was gathered from
Tehran Stock Exchange Organization’s website.
Research hypotheses
According to theoretical foundations, this research includes the three following hypotheses:
1. The ratio of non-executive members of the BD impacts significantly the tax aggressive policy.
2. The ratio of changes of the BD impacts significantly the tax aggressive policy.
3. The dual role of the BD impacts significantly the tax aggressive policy.
Necessary data, research variables and their calculation method
In this research, library method was first used to get necessary data. In this section, theoretical fundamentals of
research were collected from Persian and Latin special books and magazines. Then, research data were
processed through selected firms’ data, audited financial statements, annual report of the BD to the Assembly,
company activity reports, Stock market monthly, and by using the relevant software of the companies such as
Dena Sahm, Sahra and TadbirPardaz.
Table 1 . Research data
Source
Profit & loss statement
Attachment and cover of
the financial statements
Profit & loss statement
and balance-sheet

Data
Tax cost total
Profit before tax deduction
Ratio of non-executive BD members
Ratio of BD members change
Dual role of the BD
Tax status of firms
Auditor’s observation
Firms earning leverage ratio

Variable
Tax aggressive
policy
Independent
variables
Control variables

In order to test hypotheses, the variables of this research were split into three independent, dependant and
control groups.
Dependant variable
The dependant variable of the research is TAG (tax aggressive policy). According to direct tax laws,
approved by the Iranian Parliament, and the reports of firms’ legal auditor and inspector, the tax aggressive
policy has been measured in accordance with the auditing provision concerning tax in auditing report. This
provision in the auditor’s report means the agreement between the independent auditor (who is also the firm’s
tax auditor) and the employer regarding the firm’s tax status. If this issue is indicated in the firm audit, number
1, otherwise, number 0 shall be given. Firms which are given number 1 are called firms with tax aggressive
policy; because they have not properly respected the tax law and their tax status is objected. Moreover, heir tax
files are referred for inspection in tax arbitration boards.
EXE board ratio: The measurement criterion of EXE board is determined by following relation: the number
of the EXE board of the firm is divided on the total number of BD members in a period of four years. According
to the commercial law, this number of members is determined by the general assembly. It is also possible that
all the BD members be non-executive members except for the chairman. These data have been obtained from
the annual reports of the BD to the General Assembly.
Board change ratio: This ratio is equal to the division of the changed number of BD members in every firm
to the total number of the same firm’s BD during a period of three years. These data have been obtained by
verifying the annual reports of the BD to the General Assembly.
Dual role of the Board – Chairman: If the BD chairman is the same as the managing director, the firm shall
be given number 1, otherwise, it shall be given number 0. This variable shows the independence of the Board.
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These data have been obtained and measured by verifying the annual reports of the Board to the general
Assembly.
Control variables: Control variables for this research are as follows:
Based ona theoretical basis, the controlvariablescanbe effective on the dependent variable. So they enter
in the model asa separatevariable and then, changesare considered tobeas aresultoftheimpactof these
variables.
Type of the independent auditor’s opinion: If the auditor’s opinion is acceptable, it is given number 1,
otherwise, it is given number 0.
Earning leverage: Foritsmeasurement,totaldebtofthecompany is dividedby its total assets inan averageof
4years.
Firm tax status: If the company has not protested against the tax assessment sheet of the Finance
Department inthesefouryears, it will be given number 1; otherwise, itwill be given number0.
SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSIONS
Hypothesistest resultsandpresenting findings
The effect ofBoard structureonaggressivetaxpolicieswas the objectiveof the present study, and research
hypotheseswereformulatedonthis basis. According tostatisticalanalysis, the analysis of results of the testof
hypothesesis presentedas follows.
Table 2 . Statistical results
Description

Reliability

Significance
level

Hypothesis
1

95%

0.719

Hypothesis
2
Hypothesis
3

95%

0.973

95%

0

Chisquare

Waldstatistic

B

2x=17.33

16.13

2.449

2x=16.13

17.33

4.514

0.001

0.033

2x=0.001

Number
85
85
85

Independent
variable
Board nonexecutive
members
Board
change
Board dual
role

Hypothesis
status
Notconfirmed
Notconfirmed
Confirmed

Board non-executive members’ ratio affects significantly the aggressive tax policies: Based onthe test
results, the relationship betweenthechi-square
indicatesthat theratio of Board non-executive
members is effective on the dependant variable of aggressive tax policies. Considering that the significance
coefficient is (sig=0.7190) and greater than 5% with 95% reliability, it can be said thatthere is nosignificant
correlationbetween thetwo variables. That’s to say the resultsindicatethatthis hypothesisisnotconfirmed; in other
words, the increase of Board non-executive members in not an incentive to apply aggressive tax policies.
Accordingly, it can be said that the firms with higher number of non-executive members apply less the
aggressive tax policies. The first hypothesis states that the ratio of the Board non-executive members affects
significantly the aggressive tax policies. The resultsindicatethatthis hypothesisis notconfirmed,or in other words,
the increase of the number of non-executive members of the Board does not imply the application of
aggressive tax policies. The results of this hypothesis comply with the research of Lenis and Richardson
(2001), but they are inconsistent with that of Nig and Lang (1999), Aderal (2006) and Kajul and Sandy (2008).
The ratio of Board change impacts significantly the tax aggressive policy: Based onthe test results, the
relationship ofthechi-square
indicatesthat theratio of Board change is effective on the dependant
variable of aggressive tax policies. Considering that the significance coefficient is (sig=0.973) and greater than
5% with 95% reliability, it can be said thatthere is nosignificant correlationbetween the variables of the
hypothesis. That’s to say the resultsindicatethatthis hypothesisisnotconfirmed; in other words, the Board
change in not an incentive to apply aggressive tax policies. The second hypothesis is so rejected. The second
hypothesis states that the ratio of the Board change affects significantly the aggressive tax policies. The
resultsindicatethatthis hypothesisis notconfirmed.
The results of this hypothesis do not comply with the research of Kajul and Sandy (2008), Nig Lang (1999)
and Aderal (2006).
Dual role of the Board impacts significantly the aggressive tax policies: Based onthe test results, the
relationship ofthechi-square
indicatesthat theratio of Board dual role is effective on the dependant
variable of aggressive tax policies. Considering that the significance coefficient is (sig=0.000) and less than 5%
with 95% reliability, it can be said thatthere is a significant correlationbetween thetwo variables. That’s to say
the results confirm this hypothesis. In other words, the dual role of Board-Chairman is a cause to apply
aggressive tax policies. Those firms whose chairman plays a dual role apply also the aggressive tax policies.
Accordingly, the more the role of a chairman is dual, the more is possibility to apply aggressive tax policies.
Considering that we measure the effect of the Board structure (ratio of executive board members, ration of
Board change, dual role of Board) on aggressive tax policies, there are so three hypotheses. Here the results of
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the present research are compared with those of similar national and international researches. The third
hypothesis states that the dual role of the Board impacts the application of aggressive tax policies. Considering
that the significance coefficient is (sig=0.001) and less than 5%, with a reliability of 95%, it can be said that
there is a significant and positive correlation between the two variables. That’s to say the obtained results
confirm this hypothesis. In other words, the more the role of the chairman is dual, and the more will be the
possibility of applying the aggressive tax policies.
The results of this research are consistent with the research on sensitivity conducted by Yeganeh and
Bagoomian (2006), Frizer, Link and Mayer (2008), but they are inconsistent with that of Ahmada and Sanda
(2008).
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